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Lot: 1
Five Neapolitan bowl back
mandolins in need of restoration,
one cased; together with a pear
shaped mandolin, case (6)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 2
Ukulele, labelled Artist Ukulele by
Roberti, no. 9346 (a.f)
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 3
French silver plated alto
saxophone, the bell inscribed
Rene Guenot Paris, case;
together with an Earlham metal
flute, no. 8706666, case (2)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 4
Neapolitan mandolin, labelled G.
Puglisi Reale and Figli..., the
open peg box above a 24 fret
rosewood fingerboard with pearl
dot inlay, boxwood strung bowl
back and spruce top with mother
of pearl inlaid scratchplate
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 5
Gold lacquered four barreled
French horn, case (new/old stock)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 6
Gold lacquered four barreled
French brass horn, case (new/old
stock)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 7
F. E. Olds & Son 'The Parisian
Ambassador' gold lacquered
tenor saxophone, case
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 8
Jen Electronica P-73 electric
piano, stand
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 9
Early 20th century mahogany
cased two row xylophone, 29"
wide
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 10
Grafton acrylic alto saxophone,
no. I2739, case
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 11
Selmer Mark VI gold lacquered
alto saxophone, made in France,
circa 1957, no. M.71051, case
Estimate: £1,500.00 - £2,500.00

Lot: 12
Thirteen various Beatles Vinyl
LPs, to include Rubber Soul,
Help, Revolver, Sergeant
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band etc 
Estimate: £70.00 - £120.00
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Lot: 13
Rare Luttbeg Soprani piano
accordion, circa 1930, case *This
accordion belonged to the
vendor's father, who played in
the Coventry Light Orchestra
from 1935-1950. The lot is
accompanied by a framed
photograph of the orchestra*
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 14
The Viceroy Accordion
Melodeon, with twelve bass
buttons, natural wooden finish;
together with another melodeon,
box (2)
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 15
Hohner Alpina piano accordion
with twelve bass buttons, white
finish; together with a Grundig
TK25 reel-to-reel tape recorder
(2)
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 16
Early 20th century five string
banjo, stamped J.F. Dawson in
the heel plate, the skin 9"
diameter
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 17
Thomas Machell mahogany
cased dulcitone, 30.5" wide
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 18
Six various copper and brass
mounted bugles (6)
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 19
Boosey & Hawkes '78' silver
plated cornet, Salvationist silver
plated soprano cornet, Zenith
brass cornet and a Blessing long
model cornet, all cased (4)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 20
Two Lark brass cornets, silver
plated Lark cornet and a Melody
Maker silver plated cornet, all
cased (4)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 21
Highland bagpipes with
blackwood pipes and tartan bag,
case
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 22
Pennsylvania gold lacquered
tenor saxophone, no. 5869, case
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 23
Couesnon & Co. Super-
monopoly silver plated alto
saxophone, no. 53024, case 
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 24
Four various musical instrument
stands (4)
Estimate: £10.00 - £20.00
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Lot: 25
Neapolitan mandolin labelled
Carlo Ricardo Napoli no. 1001,
case; together with a tenor banjo
mandolin, case (2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 26
Banjo mandolin labelled Paul
Capitaine Brest, the skin 7 1/4";
together with a contemporary
banjo mandolin and a banjolele
with foliate engraved back, all
cased (3)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 27
Flat backed octave mandola
labelled Solterno, Roma Italia no.
1357, case
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 28
Banjo mandolin with decorative
mother of pearl fretboard back
and sides, case
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 29
The Gibson H-1 mandola, serial
no. 11117, made in USA, hard
case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 30
Neapolitan mandolin, 17 fret
rosewood fingerboard with pearl
dot inlay, boxwood strung
rosewood bowl back, the spruce
table with faux tortoiseshell
pickguard, case
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 31
Keech banjolele banjo, serial no.
E7327, the 17 fret ebony
fingerboard with decorative pearl
inlay, attractive boxwood and
ebony inlaid birdseye maple
sides, the skin 6" diameter, case
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 32
Late 19th century Neapolitan
mandolin labelled Michele
Maratea... Allievo di Vanaccia...
Napoli 189., the rosewood bowl
back with boxwood inlay, spruce
table and faux tortoiseshell
scratchplate with foliate mother of
pearl inlay, case (a.f); together
with an early 20th century banjo
mandolin, the open peg box
above an ebony fingerboard with
dot position markers, the skin 11"
diameter, case (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 33
Bach brass trombone, made in
the USA, case
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 34
Olds brass trombone, with single
rotary valve, case
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 35
Rare Lachenal concertina tuning
bellows, four slot version with
mahogany ends and five-fold
bellows, original box
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00
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Lot: 36
Rosetti Rambler melodeon, with
four bass buttons and red
pearloid finish
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 37
Contemporary Neapolitan
mandolin labelled Catania
Mandolines
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 38
Quantity of various piano sheet
music
Estimate: £10.00 - £20.00

Lot: 39
Custom Sound 700A/150P.A.
mixer amplifier; together with a
pair of Calne cabinet speakers
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 40
Late 19th century Neapolitan
mandolin labelled Umberto
Ceccherini, Naples... no. 2447,
dated 1891, also bearing a
Clifford Essex repairer's label,
the shaped peg box with foliate
pearl inlay above 24 fret ebony
fingerboard with pearl inlay,
rosewood bowl back with
boxwood strung inlay, the spruce
top with foliate mother of pearl
inlaid tortoiseshell pickguard,
case
Estimate: £90.00 - £120.00

Lot: 41
Good twelve string Neapolitan
mandolin labelled P. Cosentino...
Valletta, the large open
tortoiseshell peg box with pearl

inlay above a mother of pearl and
abalone 24 fret fingerboard,
fluted rosewood bowl back and
spruce table with extensive
foliate pearl inlay to the sound
hole, pickguard and edges, case
(a.f)
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 42
Yamaha YBB-321S silver plated
double B flat four valve tuba, ser.
no. 008740, case
Estimate: £350.00 - £500.00

Lot: 43
Holton Collegiate brass
trombone, case; together with a
Yamaha trombone, case (2) 
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 44
KT brass fanfare trumpet, case
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 45
Besson Westminster silver plated
cornet, ser. no. 325167; together
with a Boosey & Hawkes Limited
Regent silver plated cornet,
Yamaha YCR-233S silver plated
cornet, ser. no. 001905 and a
Lark brass cornet, all cased (4) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 46
Vega Pro II plectrum banjo, 22
fret rosewood fingerboard with
mother of pearl slot inlay, bound
back and sides housing a nickel
resonator, skin 11" diameter, case
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
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Lot: 47
Vega Artist style plectrum banjo,
the closed peg box with foliate
mother of pearl inlay above a 22
fret rosewood fingerboard with
pearl slot inlay, flame maple back
and sides, the resonator 11"
diameter, case
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 48
Ibanez two point mandolin, the
asymmetric closed peg box
above 24 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, burst finish body with
black pickguard, soft case
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 49
Aria M300BS mandolin, the 24
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, tobacco
burst bound body with faux
tortoiseshell pickguard, soft case
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 50
Aria AM300BS mandolin, made
in Korea, ser. no. 20028074, the
asymmetric peg box above a 24
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, honey burst
body with faux tortoiseshell
pickguard
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 51
Harmony Roy Smeck tenor
banjo, the closed peg box above
a 19 fret rosewood fingerboard
with pearl block inlay, the
resonator skin 11" diameter
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 52
Early 20th century pear shaped
flatback mandolin, the closed peg
box above a 20 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, rosewood back and
sides and spruce top with
tortoiseshell scratchplate, case;
together with a Russian Doma,
soft case (2) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 53
The Windsor Premiere model 3
five string banjo, the shaped
closed peg box above 22 fret
fingerboard with pearl position
markers, boxwood banded back
and sides, the resonator skin
10.5" diameter, soft case
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 54
Gibson Mastertone PB250
plectrum banjo, ser. no. 59842,
the shaped closed peg box
above 22 fret rosewood
fingerboard with pearl slot
position markers, bound
mahogany back and sides, the
skin 11" diameter, hard case
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 55
Early 20th century five string
banjo, the shaped closed peg
box above 22 fret ebony
fingerboard with dot position
markers, nickel cased mahogany
resonator, the skin 11.5"
diameter, case
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 56
Jose Alvarez Dulcet ukulele;
together with Juan Gomez
ukulele, case and Sylvestri
Cantania ukulele (3) 
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 57
German two row Anglo
concertina, with twenty-one
buttons on pierced mahogany
ends, six-fold bellows (a.f)
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 58
C. Jeffries Anglo concertina,
stamped C. Jeffries Maker 23
Praed Street London, with forty-
nine buttons on pierced metal
ends, six-fold bellows, leather box
Estimate: £3,000.00 - £5,000.00
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Lot: 59
Elkhart 300 series gold lacquered
curved soprano saxophone, ser.
no. 8298, case
Estimate: £130.00 - £180.00

Lot: 60
Super Pennsylvania tenor
saxophone, made in Japan, no.
1175293, case
Estimate: £130.00 - £180.00

Lot: 61
Pennsylvania gold lacquered
baritone saxophone, made in
Czechoslovakia, no. 358560, soft
case
Estimate: £180.00 - £220.00

Lot: 62
DEG Dynasty flugelhorn, made in
USA, no. B3715, case
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 63
DEG Dynasty flugelhorn, made in
USA, ser. no. B3784, case
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 64
Dynasty melophone, no. 3695,
case
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 65
DEG Dynasty melophone, no.
6932, case
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 66
Berry of London light oak upright
piano, iron frame, ser. no. 43953 
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 67
Mahogany and rosewood square
piano by Collard & Collard of
London, the crossbanded top
over an ivory keyboard supported
upon hexagonal tapering legs
terminating in brass caps and
castors, 72" wide
Estimate: £50.00 - £150.00

Lot: 100
Vintage Watkins Copicat tape
delay echo unit
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 101
Ibanez Roadster bass guitar,
made in Japan, circa 1980, serial
no. D800111, 24 fret maple
fingerboard with dot position
markers, sunburst finish body
with one offset and one bar
pickup, hard case
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 102
Ibanez Roadster bass series
bass guitar, made in Japan, circa
1980s, serial no. F791318, 21
fret maple fingerboard with dot
position markers, sunburst finish
body and one pickup, hard case
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00
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Lot: 103
Baldwin 704 bass guitar, made in
England, circa 1960s, serial no.
71318, 20 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, sunburst finish hollow
body with black pickguard and
two Baldwin pickups, also an
extra after-market pickup running
off a separate input, case 
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 104
HH Electronic Studio-60 bass
amplifier; together with Custom
Sound Bassmaster amplifier
head unit and a Polytone Mini
Brute III bass guitar amp, serial
no. P-L-23725 (3)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 105
Encore Stratocaster style electric
guitar, 21 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, sunburst finish body
with white scratchplate and three
single coil pickups, soft case
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 106
Vintage Morley volume pedal,
serial no. 0199818, a Deluxe
Memory Man
Echo/Chorus/Vibrato unit, a
Numark DXM03 DJ Mixer, a
sound city four channel
micromixer, a hand built guitar
pedal and a quantity of leads
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 107
Vintage WEM solid state Watkins
Copicat tape delay echo unit
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 108
Selmer lap steel/Hawaiian guitar,
circa 1930/40s, serial no. 349, 25
position fingerboard with dot
position markers, natural body
with one pickup, case
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 109
Commodore electric guitar, made
in Japan, circa 1960/70s, serial
no. 2141943, 21 fret rosewood
fingerboard with block position
markers, sunburst finish hollow
body with pearloid pickguard and
two pickups, vibrato tailpiece 
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 110
Burns Marvin 12: Double Six
derived twelve string electric
guitar, custom-built by Shergold,
circa late 1980, serial no. 671, 21
fret maple fingerboard with dot
position markers, white finish
body with tortoiseshell
scratchplate and three Rez-o-
matik single coil pickups, hard
case
Estimate: £400.00 - £800.00

Lot: 111
Burns Marvin style electric guitar,
custom-built by Shergold, circa
late 1980, serial no. 3733, 21 fret
rosewood fingerboard with dot
position markers, green burst
finish body with black
scratchplates, three Rez-o-matik
single coil pickups and Hank
Marvin vibrato bridge, case
Estimate: £500.00 - £750.00

Lot: 112
Hayman 10/10 electric guitar,
circa 1973, serial no. 5707, 21
fret maple fingerboard with dot
position markers, sunburst finish
body with Perspex scratchplate
and three Superflux pickups,
Hiscox hard case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 113
Hayman 20/20 electric guitar,
circa 1973, serial no. 5878973,
21 fret maple fingerboard with dot
position markers, sunburst finish
hollow body with Perspex
scratchplate and two Superflux
pickups, Hiscox hard case
Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00

Lot: 114
Guild S-300 electric guitar, circa
1977, serial no. 157228, 24 fret
rosewood fingerboard with dot
position markers, black finish
body with back scratchplate and
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two Humbucker pickups, soft case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 115
Tokai Super Edition electric
guitar, circa 1986, the 22 fret
rosewood fingerboard with dot
position markers, candy apple
red finish body with matching
headstock, white scratchplate
and three single coil pickups, soft
case
Estimate: £250.00 - £450.00

Lot: 116
Tokai Springy Sound 63 re-issue
electric guitar, made in Japan,
serial no. L05272, 21 fret
rosewood fingerboard with dot
position markers, fiesta red finish
body, white scratchplate and
three single coil pickups, soft case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 117
Tokai Goldstar Sound electric
guitar, made in Japan, serial no.
L12693, 21 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, surf blue finish body
with matching headstock, white
scratchplate and three single coil
pickups, soft case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 118
Tokai Goldstar Sound electric
guitar, made in Japan, serial no.
L23991, 21 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, metallic aquamarine
blue finish body with matching
headstock, white scratchplate
and three single coil pickups, soft
case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 119
Tokai Talbo/Blazing Fire electric
guitar, circa 1984, serial no.
3042344, 22 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, opalescent white finish
aluminium body with white
scratchplate and three single coil
pickups, hard case 
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 120
Fernandes custom Telecaster
electric guitar, made in Japan,
Telecaster style headstock, 21
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, edge bound
three tone sunburst finish body
with white scratchplate and two
pickups, hard case
Estimate: £350.00 - £500.00

Lot: 121
Chandler '555' electric guitar,
made in USA, circa 1992, serial
no. 92522, 22 fret fingerboard
with dot position markers, wine
red finish body with matching
neck and headstock, white
scratchplate and three mini
Humbuckers, hard case
Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00

Lot: 122
G & L Asat Telecaster style
electric guitar, circa 1994, serial
no. G043738, 22 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, sunburst finish body
with black scratchplate and two G
& L pickups, hard case
Estimate: £350.00 - £500.00

Lot: 123
Fender Thinline 68 re-issue
Telecaster electric guitar, made
in Japan, circa 1986, serial no.
A072384, 21 fret maple
fingerboard with dot position
markers, natural mahogany finish
hollow body with pearloid
scratchplate and two pickups
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 124
Fender Telecaster rosewood
electric guitar, made in Japan,
circa 1987, 21 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, natural rosewood finish
body, neck and headstock, black
scratchplate and two pickups,
hard case
Estimate: £600.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 125
Gibson Goldtone GA-30RVS
stereo guitar amplifier, circa
2003, with two 15 watt Celestion
speakers and tan leather
surround, cover
Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00
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Lot: 126
Roland RE-201 echo unit, circa
1974, serial no. 707745
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 127
Vox Escort 30 guitar amplifier (a.f)
Estimate: £70.00 - £120.00

Lot: 128
Vox Escort bass amplifier, no.
185012 (a.f)
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 129
AXL Player Deluxe electric guitar,
serial no. 200309165, 21 fret
maple fingerboard with dot
position markers, sunburst finish
body, white pickguards and three
single coil pickups; together with
an interesting German acoustic
guitar (a.f) (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 130
Egmond Lucky 7 archtop guitar,
circa 1950s, made in Holland, 20
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, white finish
body neck and headstock,
pearloid pickguard; together with
an Encore W255 acoustic guitar,
soft case (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 131
Madeira by Guild A-12 twelve
string acoustic guitar, serial no.
270159, 20 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, mahogany back and
sides and spruce top with black
scratchplate; together with a
Landola R.V-66 acoustic guitar,

soft case (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 132
Roger archtop guitar, 18 fret
rosewood fingerboard with block
position markers, sunburst finish
hollow body, after-market pickup
labelled 1939 (a.f)
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 133
Yamaha FG-335 acoustic guitar,
20 fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, mahogany
back and sides and spruce top
with tortoiseshell scratchplate,
Mimesis pickup, hard case
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 134
Late 19th century small bodied
acoustic guitar stamped C. Bruno
New York, serial no. 7398, open
peg box above 18 fret rosewood
fingerboard, rosewood back and
sides and spruce top, stamped C.
Bruno New York to the back of
the headstock, the inside back
and to the inner heel, coffin case
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 135
Eagle twelve string Les Paul style
electric guitar, 22 fret rosewood
fingerboard with crown position
markers, sunburst finish body
with white pickguard and two
Humbucker pickups
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 136
Danelectro style Longhorn
electric guitar, 22 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, sunburst finish hollow
body with opposing F-holes and
three pickups (a.f)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 137
C.F. Martin & Co. 2-17 small
bodied acoustic guitar, circa
1923, serial no. 18505, the open
peg box stamped Wurlitzer to the
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back, 18 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, mahogany back and
sides, the top with purfling to the
edges and sound hole, stamped
C.F. Martin & Co. Nazareth. PA
to the inner back
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,200.00

Lot: 138
Ibanez model GA100 Andora
classic conservatory classical
guitar,19 fret rosewood
fingerboard, mahogany back and
sides, spruce top with decorative
rosette to the sound hole, soft
case
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 139
Kay model K475 acoustic guitar,
made in Korea, hard case
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 140
Eko acoustic guitar; together with
a Japanese twelve string
acoustic guitar (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 141
Encore Stratocaster style electric
guitar, 22 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, red finish body and
three single coil pickups, soft case
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 142
Hudson HD-BBS acoustic guitar,
20 fret fingerboard with dot
position markers, blueburst finish
body; together with a balalaika
(2) 
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 143
Squier by Fender Affinity series
Telecaster electric guitar, made
in China, serial no CY98071263,
21 fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, surf blue
finish body and white
scratchplate; together with a TGI
PGA -10 practice amplifier (2)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 144
Eko model B.A/49 fretless electro
acoustic bass guitar, with fretless
rosewood fingerboard, rosewood
back and sides and spruce top
with oval sound hole
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 145
Guyatone lap steel guitar, circa
1960s, cream finish, two pickups,
three chrome legs
Estimate: £70.00 - £120.00

Lot: 146
Roland Jazz Chorus-120 guitar
amplifier ,serial no. 775648
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 147
Roland AS-1 sustainer guitar
effects pedal, no. 01009; together
with Carlsbro flanger guitar
effects pedal (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 148
Hofner Senator archtop electric
guitar, no.1068, circa 1960, 22
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, natural
finish hollow body with Hamer
velvet humbucker pickups (a.f)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00
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Lot: 149
Guild D35NT acoustic guitar,
made in the USA, circa 1979,
serial no. 209455, 20 fret
rosewood fingerboard with dot
position markers, mahogany
back and sides and spruce top
with faux tortoiseshell
scratchplate, with original
owner's manual 
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 150
Fender Telecaster electric guitar,
made in USA, circa 1966, serial
no. 195282, 21 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, lake placid blue finish
body with three ply scratchplate
and two pickups
Estimate: £2,000.00 - £4,000.00

Lot: 151
Gibson Les Paul custom electric
guitar, made in USA, circa 1981,
serial no. 80091048, 22 fret
rosewood fingerboard with
square slot inlay, bound sunburst
finish body with black pickguard
and gold hardware, original hard
case 
Estimate: £1,500.00 - £2,000.00

Lot: 152
John Entwistle - Athlete AX- 4
electro acoustic bass guitar,
serial no 4006, 24 fret rosewood
fingerboard with pearl inlays,
bound maple back and sides,
blonde finish, fitted with Fishman
transducers, original soft
case*This guitar was lot 360 in
The John Entwistle Collection
Sale at Sotheby's on 13th May
2003. Included in this lot is the
original catalogue from the sale,
receipt of purchase and hang
tags*
Estimate: £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 153
Fender Precision bass guitar,
made in USA, circa 1979, serial
no. S903314, 20 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, white finish body with
white 3-ply scratchplate, offset
pickups, the pickup and bridge
with chrome covers, hard case
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 154
Fender Stratocaster electric
guitar, made in USA, circa 2002,
serial no. Z2220478, 21 fret
maple fingerboard with dot
position markers, black finish
body with black 3-ply
scratchplate and three single coil
pickups, Fender hard case* This
guitar is as originally purchased
complete with manual, tags, allen
keys, polishing cloth, vibrato arm
and spare springs
Estimate: £600.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 155
Spanish flamenco guitar labelled
A. Detris Cordoba...
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 156
Fender F-3 electro-acoustic
guitar, ser. no. FY3301032, 20
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, mahogany
back and sides and spruce top
with black pickguard
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 157
Harmony H9000AB electric
guitar, 22 fret fingerboard with
dot position markers, tan orange
finish body with two pickups
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 158
Swift fretless electro-acoustic
bass guitar
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 159
Westone Thunder I-A bass
guitar, made in Japan, serial no.
4053376, 20 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, black finish body and
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offset active pickups
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 160
Hohner Professional HTB1
electric guitar, circa 1980, 21 fret
rosewood fingerboard with dot
position markers, red band black
finish body with Humbucker
pickups
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 161
Hohner Rockwood Pro RP250
Les Paul copy electric guitar, 22
fret rosewood fingerboard with
crown slot inlays, natural finish
body and two Humbucker pickups
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 162
Fender Hot guitar amplifier, made
in USA, ser. no. LO-401605
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 163
HH electronic Bass Amp 100
bass guitar amplifier, ser. no.
0352
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 164
Interesting 19th century parlour
guitar, the open peg box above a
17 fret ebony fingerboard,
attractive maple back with
boxwood inlay depicting a
classical maiden surrounded by
foliage and with similar inlay to
the sides, the spruce top with
boxwood and ebony chevron
banding to the edges and to the
mother of pearl inlaid rosette (a.f)
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 165
Auroc Stratocaster style electric
guitar, circa 1980, 22 fret
licensed modulus graphite neck
with dot position markers, grey
marble composite body, black
scratch plate and three single coil
EMG pickups, case
Estimate: £400.00 - £800.00

Lot: 166
Godin Freeway Classic electric
guitar, 22 fret maple fingerboard
with dot position markers, light
burst finish body with two
Humbucker and one single coil
pickups, soft case
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 167
Wilson Sapphire electric guitar,
made in England, circa 1960,
serial no. 18439, 22 fret
rosewood fingerboard with dot
position markers, sunburst finish
body with black scratchplate,
three pickups and vibrato
tailpiece, hard case
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 168
Vox bass guitar, circa 1960, 20
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, red finish
body with white scratchplate and
two pickups
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 169
Gretsch Firejet electric guitar,
circa 1964, serial no. 68829, 22
fret rosewood fingerboard with
half moon position markers to the
edges, the chambered body with
red top finish and black
pickguard, Burns patent vibrato
tailpiece and two pickups, hard
case
Estimate: £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

Lot: 170
Vintage Shaftesbury guitar
amplifier (a.f)
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00
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Lot: 171
Truvoice Little Giant guitar
amplifier, no. 004434
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 172
Vintage Vox Solid State amplifier
head unit
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 173
Vintage Vox Foundation bass
cabinet, cover (a.f)
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 174
Vox T-60 amplifier head unit,
circa 1960
Estimate: £550.00 - £650.00

Lot: 175
Vintage Vox T-60 amplifier
cabinet
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 176
Vintage Vox Buckingham guitar
amp rig, comprising head unit,
cabinet and stand
Estimate: £600.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 177
Vintage Vox Virtuoso solid state
amplifier
Estimate: £350.00 - £550.00

Lot: 178
Vintage Vox V125 lead guitar
amplifier head unit
Estimate: £350.00 - £550.00

Lot: 179
Vox AC30 guitar amplifier head
unit, circa 1960, serial no. 2716T,
with brown mesh front and
copper top control panel
Estimate: £600.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 180
Vox AC30 guitar amplifier, circa
1960, serial no. 02262, with
brown mesh front and copper top
control panel
Estimate: £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 181
Vintage Selmer Truvoice Zodiac
twin fifty guitar amplifier, with
snakeskin case
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 182
Vintage Selmer Truvoice
Thunderbird twin fifty guitar
amplifier, serial no. 18776, with
blinking magic eye
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00
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Lot: 183
Hagstrom bass 210 guitar
amplifier head unit, serial no.
635001; together with matching
cabinet
Estimate: £600.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 184
Giannina Craviola CRA12S
twelve string acoustic guitar,
made in Brazil, circa 1972, 20 fret
rosewood fingerboard with dot
position markers, the teardrop
shaped body with rosewood back
and sides and spruce top with
tortoiseshell scratchplate
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 185
Clifford Essex professional guitar,
serial no. 170, 21 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, bound mahogany back
and sides and spruce flat top,
semi-hard case
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 186
Harmony Sovereign tenor guitar,
20 fret fingerboard with dot
position markers, mahogany
back and sides and spruce top
with tortoiseshell scratchplate,
semi-hard case
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 187
Handmade classical guitar by
J.P. Gailis, circa 1943, 19 fret
rosewood fingerboard with pearl
position markers, rosewood back
and sides, spruce top with
mother of pearl inlaid rosette to
the sound hole
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 188
Epiphone Gibson Howard
Roberts electro-acoustic guitar,
made in Korea, serial no.
S6088445, 20 fret rosewood
fingerboard with rectangular slot
position markers, wine-red finish
body with red Perspex pickguard,
single neck position pickup above
the sound hole and gold

hardware, Taylor hard case
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 189
Washburn Mercury Series MB-8
bass guitar, serial no. 9212073,
24 fret maple fingerboard with dot
position markers, orange burst
maple flame top with two Status
pickups, gold hardware; together
with Fender R.A.D. bass guitar
amp, serial no. LO-301308, made
in USA (2)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 190
Vox Challenger bass guitar,
made in Italy, circa 1960, 20 fret
rosewood fingerboard with pearl
block position markers, sunburst
finish, SG style finish body with
black pickguard and two pickups
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 191
Early 20th century German
parlour guitar, labelled Musik-
Meyers, the open peg box above
a 17 fret rosewood fingerboard
with dot position markers, maple
back and sides and spruce top
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 192
BC Rich N.J. series Warlock
electric guitar, made in USA,
circa 1980, serial no. BC22584,
reverse headstock above 24 fret
rosewood fingerboard with dot
position markers, worn yellow
finish body with two Humbucker
pickups and Floyd Rose locking
tremolo system
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 193
Maverick F1 electric guitar, serial
no. F-300194, 24 fret rosewood
fingerboard with dot position
markers, metallic green sparkle
finish body with three Duncan
designed pickups and Floyd
Rose locking tremolo system
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00
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Lot: 194
Baldwin Virginian electro-
acoustic guitar, made in England,
circa 1960, serial no. 19979, 22
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, bound
maple back and sides, satinwood
top with Perspex pickguard, two
Burns design pickups and Burns
designed Rezo-tube vibrato
tailpiece, hard case
Estimate: £700.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 195
Baldwin 712 twelve string electric
guitar, made in England, circa
late 1960, serial no. 71562, 22
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, red finish
body with black pickguard and
two Baldwin pickups, hard case
Estimate: £700.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 196
Martin B65 acoustic bass guitar,
made in USA, circa 1992, serial
no. 488067, 23 fret rosewood
fingerboard, J size body with
maple back and sides and spruce
top with tortoiseshell
scratchplate, hard case
Estimate: £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 197
Gibson Les Paul Standard
electric guitar, circa 1976, 22 fret
rosewood fingerboard with crown
slot inlay, mahogany body with
pale blue finish top, cream
pickguard and two Humbucker
pickups, Gibson hard case (a.f)
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 198
Stratocaster style electric guitar,
21 fret maple fingerboard with dot
position markers, lake placid blue
finish body with off white
scratchplate and three single coil
pickups
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 199
Telecaster style electric guitar, 21
fret rosewood fingerboard with
dot position markers, pale blue
finish body with off white
scratchplate and two pickups
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 201
Selmer 1400 ebonite clarinet, no.
1627632, case
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 202
Boosey & Hawkes Emperor
clarinet, made in England, no.
245711; together with Boosey &
Hawkes Regent clarinet, no.
54173, case, Corton metal flute,
no. 2085, case and an Adler
tenor recorder, box (4)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 203
Two ebonite Boosey & Hawkes
clarinets; together with another
two ebonite clarinets, all cased (4)
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 204
*Six student grade clarinets, all
cased (af) **SUBJECT TO VAT
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER
PRICE**
Estimate: £60.00 - £120.00

Lot: 205
*Five student grade clarinets, all
cased; together with two uncased
clarinets (af) **SUBJECT TO
VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER
PRICE**
Estimate: £60.00 - £120.00
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Lot: 206
*Six student grade clarinets, all
cased (af) **SUBJECT TO VAT
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER
PRICE**
Estimate: £60.00 - £120.00

Lot: 207
Boosey & Hawkes Imperial oboe,
no. 151419, case
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 208
Metal base flute, unstamped,
case
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 209
Quantity of clarinet and
saxophone reeds and
mouthpieces; together with three
Yamaha flute bags
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 210
Rosewood flageolet, unstamped
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 211
Blackwood and ivory mounted
bagpipe chanter stamped R. G.
Lawrie, Glasgow; together with
another blackwood bagpipe
chanter (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 212
Blackwood clarinet stamped V.
Kohlerts Sons Makers Krasloe,
no. 287822, case; together with
metal music stand (2) 
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 213
Blackwood clarinet stamped J.R.
Lafleur London; together with
Boosey & Hawkes Regent
clarinet, both cased (2)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 214
Early 20th century English
rosewood piccolo by and
stamped Hawkes & Son,
Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus,
 London
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 215
Pedler Premiere metal clarinet,
no. 7777, case
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 216
Rosewood and nickel mounted
flute indistinctly stamped
Samuel... London Especially
Made for... Auckland with eight
nickel keys
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 217
Viennese rosewood and nickel
mounted ten key flute, unstamped
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00
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Lot: 218
Rosewood and nickel mounted
eight key flute, unstamped (a.f);
together with rosewood piccolo
with a single brass key (2) 
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 219
Palotino metal flute, case;
together with a Chinese metal
flute, case (2) 
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 220
Lafleur metal flute, no. 84484,
case
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 251
Late 19th century Saxon three-
quarter size violoncello, 27.5",
69.90cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 252
Late 19th century violoncello, 28
9/16", 72.50cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 253
Late 19th century Saxon
violoncello, 29 9/16", 75.20cm

Lot: 254
Contemporary violoncello
labelled Antonia Ciciliano, 29
13/16", 75.80cm 
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 255
Contemporary violoncello
labelled Giuseppe Bossi..., 29
13/16", 75.80cm
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 256
Contemporary violoncello
labelled Piero Badalassi..., 29
13/16", 75.80cm
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 257
Early 20th century violoncello in
need of restoration, 29 3/4",
75.60cm, with nickel mounted
violoncello bow stamped Nicolas
Duchene, hard case
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 258
Interesting violoncello with highly
figured birds eye maple back and
sides, 29 7/8", 75.90cm, hard
case
Estimate: £1,200.00 - £1,800.00

Lot: 259
Early 20th century double bass in
need of restoration
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00
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Lot: 260
Old double bass, soft case
Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00

Lot: 301
Bundle of various size children's
violin bows
Estimate: £20.00 - £50.00

Lot: 302
Bundle of bows
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 303
Five nickel mounted violoncello
bows, four stamped (5)
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 304
Two Dragonetti style double bass
bows and another double bass
bow (3)
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 305
Interesting bundle of bows
Estimate: £25.00 - £50.00

Lot: 306
Bundle of bows
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 307
Eight violin bows (8)
Estimate: £10.00 - £20.00

Lot: 308
Seven various size bows (7)
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 309
NO LOT

Lot: 310
Four violin bows (4)
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 311
Ten new nickel mounted violin
bows (10)
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00
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Lot: 312
Three old violin bows (3)
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 313
Three nickel mounted and
branded violin bows (3)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 314
Four old nickel mounted violin
bows (4)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 315
Five old violin bows (5)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 316
Bundle of violin bows
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 317
Large bundle of violin bows
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 318
Bundle of violin bows
Estimate: £10.00 - £20.00

Lot: 319
Small bundle of bows
Estimate: £10.00 - £20.00

Lot: 320
Bundle of bows
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 321
Bundle of bows
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 322
Three old nickel mounted violin
bows, two stamped Paesold &
Bausch (3)
Estimate: £200.00 - £250.00

Lot: 323
Two nickel mounted violoncello
bows and a violin bow (3)
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00
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Lot: 324
Nickel mounted violin bow
stamped Tubbs and a three-
quarter size nickel mounted violin
bow (2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 325
Four old nickel mounted violin
bows (4)
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 326
Nickel mounted double bass bow
and six various nickel mounted
violin bows (7)
Estimate: £25.00 - £45.00

Lot: 327
Nickel mounted double bass bow
branded R. Paesold
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 328
French violin bow by F.X. Bazin,
unstamped, the stick round, with
ebony frog and ivory adjuster,
55gm (without lapping)
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 329
Nickel mounted violin bow
stamped K. Penzel, 60gm
Estimate: £40.00 - £70.00

Lot: 331
Nickel mounted violoncello bow
stamped R. Paesold, the stick
round, the ebony frog inlaid with
pearl eyes and the ebony
adjuster with two nickel bands,
80gm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 332
Silver mounted violoncello bow
stamped N. Voirin a Paris, the
stick octagonal, the ebony frog
inlaid with pearl eyes and the
ebony adjuster with two silver
bands, 84gm
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 333
Nickel mounted violin bow
stamped Peccatte, the stick
round, the ebony frog inlaid with
pearl eyes and with a nickel
overlaid ebony adjuster, 53gm
(partially haired and missing
lapping)
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 334
Silver mounted violoncello bow,
unstamped, the stick round, the
ebony frog inlaid with silver rings
enclosing pearl eyes and the
ebony adjuster with two silver
bands, 81gm (without hair)
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 335
French nickel mounted Viullaume
style violoncello bow, unstamped,
the stick round, the ebony frog
inlaid with pearl eyes and the
ebony adjuster two nickel bands,
82gm
Estimate: £220.00 - £280.00

Lot: 336
English silver mounted violin bow
by W.E. Hill & Sons stamped
W.E.H. & S., the stick round, the
ebony frog plain and with a silver
overlaid ebony adjuster,
60gm*The head of this bow has
been pinned*
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00
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Lot: 337
German nickel mounted violin
bow by and stamped R.
Weichold. Dresden, the stick
octagonal, the ebony frog inlaid
with pearl eyes and the ebony
adjuster with two nickel bands,
55gm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 338
Old French violin bow of the
Pageot School, the stick round,
the ebony frog plain and with an
ivory adjuster, 51gm (without hair
and lapping)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 339
Interesting violin bow,
unstamped, the stick octagonal,
the ebony frog inlaid with pearl
eyes and with a silver ferrule,
later nickel overlaid ebony
adjuster, 58gm
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 340
Silver mounted violin bow
branded Jean Werro. Berne, the
stick octagonal, the ebony frog
inlaid with pearl eyes and with a
silver overlaid ebony adjuster,
56gm
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 341
Silver mounted violin bow,
unstamped, the stick round, the
ebony frog inlaid with pearl eyes
and the ebony adjuster with two
silver bands, 60gm
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 342
Silver mounted violin bow,
unstamped, the stick round, the
ebony frog inlaid with pearl eyes
and the ebony adjuster with two
silver bands, 59gm (partially
haired and missing lapping)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 343
German silver mounted viola bow
stamped ...? Thoma, the stick
octagonal, the ebony frog inlaid
with silver rings enclosing pearl
eyes and the ebony adjuster with
two silver bands, 75gm
Estimate: £140.00 - £180.00

Lot: 344
Silver mounted violin bow of the
Tubbs School branded Jas
Tubbs, the stick octagonal, the
ebony frog inlaid with pearl eyes
and with a silver overlaid ebony
adjuster, 49gm (minus hair)
Estimate: £550.00 - £750.00

Lot: 351
Large quantity of Sotheby's
musical instrument catalogues
Estimate: £20.00 - £50.00

Lot: 352
Large quantity of mainly London
musical instrument auction
catalogues
Estimate: £20.00 - £50.00

Lot: 353
Five various framed prints
depicting stringed instruments;
also a small box of auction
catalogues
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 354
Glazed display case celebrating
Venetian music and containing a
half size violin in the white with
fittings on a background of sheet
music, 27" high x 10.5" wide
overall; also another glazed case
featuring a miniature violin and
bow with a poem entitled 'Of
Strings and Bow', 15" high x
12.5" wide (2) 
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Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 355
Karel Jalovec - Italienische
Geigenbauer 1957 edition (no
dust jacket)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 356
Walter Hamma - Italian Violin
Makers, eighth edition, published
2005
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 357
Joseph Roda - Bows for Musical
Instruments of the Violin Family,
limited library edition no.
2970/3000, published 1959
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 358
Adam Whone - Edward Withers
Limited, Two Hundred and Thirty
Years of Violin Craft in Soho,
published 1996
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 359
Raffaella Lucci & Rudolfo
Marchini - Getting to Know Violin
Making, Unpublished
Masterpieces from the Lucci-
Marchini Archive, volume I,
published 2006
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 360
Yehudi Menuhin - The Violin,
'The Master & The Student',
boxed set (as new)
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 361
Lisa B. Robinson - A Living
Legacy: Historic Stringed
Instruments at the Juilliard
School, published 2006
Estimate: £65.00 - £85.00

Lot: 362
Donald M. Cohen - The Red
Book, Auction Price Guide for
Authentic Stringed Instruments &
Bows, 2012 edition
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 363
Paul Childs - Francois Xavier
Tourte, A Celebration of His Life
& Work, published November
2008
Estimate: £65.00 - £85.00

Lot: 364
William Henley - Universal
Dictionary of Violin & Bow
Makers, reprinted 1997 edition
Estimate: £90.00 - £120.00

Lot: 401
19th century violin, 14 5/16",
36.40cm, bow, case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00
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Lot: 402
German violin labelled C. A.
Wunderlich... Siebenbrumm
(Vogtl.) Germany, 14 1/8",
35.90cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 403
French Stradivari copy violin, 14
3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 404
Violin labelled Andreas Morelli...
anno 1722, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 405
French violin by Nicolas Duchene
and branded Nicolas Duchene a
la Ville de Paddue to the inner
back, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 406
Mid 19th century Amati copy
violin, 14 1/4", 36.20cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 407
Early 20th century French
Stradivari copy violin, 14 1/8",
35.90cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 408
Early 20th century French violin
labelled Joseph Bassiot, Luthiers,
Lyon Anno 1929, 14 1/16",
35.70cm, case
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 409
Good 19th century violin, the two
piece back of medium curl with
similar wood to the sides and
head, the table of a fine width
grain widening to the flanks and
the varnish of an orange-brown
colour, 14 1/14", 36.20cm, case
Estimate: £600.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 410
French violin circa 1910, 14
3/16", 36cm, bow, case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 411
German violin circa 1880, 14
1/8", 35.90cm, bow stamped A.
Zeller, case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 412
French child's size violin, 10
7/16", 26.50cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 413
Late 19th century
Czechoslovakian Stradivari copy
violin, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
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Lot: 414
Two interesting 19th century
violins in need of restoration (2)
Estimate: £250.00 - £450.00

Lot: 415
Violin by and labelled Joh. Bapt.
Schweitzer... 1813, 14 1/16",
35.70cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 416
Two interesting 19th century
violins in need of restoration (2)
Estimate: £300.00 - £600.00

Lot: 417
French Stradivarius copy violin,
the two piece back of medium
curl with similar wood to the sides
and head, the table of a medium
width grain and the varnish of a
reddish-brown colour on a golden
ground, 13 7/8", 35.20cm
Estimate: £650.00 - £850.00

Lot: 418
19th century violin labelled
Serafino Casini, ..., Anno 1932,
Firenze, the two piece back of
faint medium curl with similar
wood to the sides, the head of
plainish wood, the table of a
medium width grain and the
varnish of a reddish-brown colour
on a golden ground, 14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,200.00

Lot: 419
Interesting 19th century German
eccentric viola, 15 1/8", 38.40cm,
case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 420
German violin circa 1880, 14
5/16", 36.40cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 421
Violin circa 1930, 14 1/6",
35.70cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 422
Early 20th century violin, 14
1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 423
Late 19th century Mittenwald
violin, 14 1/4", 36.20cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 424
French violin circa 1900, 14 1/8",
35.90cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
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Lot: 425
French Stainer copy violin, circa
1900, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 426
Violin of the Lippold school circa
1800, 14 5/16", 36.40cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 427
Early 20th century French JTL
Stradivari copy violin, 14 1/8",
35.90cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 428
French Stradivari copy violin,
circa 1880, 14 1/4", 36.20cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 429
Interesting 19th century violin
labelled Joan Carol Cloz, in
Mittenwald, an 17..,  13 15/16",
35.40cm
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 430
Early 20th century Saxon violin,
13 15/16", 35.40cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 431
Early 20th century Stainer copy
violin, labelled Choisi par Leon
Bernardel. Luthier, 14 1/4",
36.20cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 432
Early 20th century violin, 14
1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 433
Mid 19th century violin of the
Furber School, 14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 434
Early 20th century English viola,
branded E. G. Baster to the inner
back, 16 9/16", 42cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 435
19th century primitive violin
bearing the remnants of a
maker's label, 14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 436
French violin circa 1920, 14
1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £350.00 - £450.00
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Lot: 437
Early 20th century Maggini copy
violin, labelled Nicholas Lopot...
Paris 1824, 14 1/4", 36.20cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 438
Early 20th century French violin,
14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 439
French viola circa 1890, 15 1/4",
38.70cm, case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 440
Early 20th century French violin
by and labelled Jean Baptiste
Colin annee 1913, 13 13/16",
35.10cm, case
Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00

Lot: 441
Interesting 19th century violin, 14
1/4", 36.20cm 
Estimate: £400.00 - £800.00

Lot: 442
19th century three-quarter size
violin labelled Francesco
Ruggeri... Cremona 1696, also
bearing another label Remenyi
Mihaly Budapest..., 13 1/8",
33.30cm
Estimate: £400.00 - £700.00

Lot: 443
Violin labelled Josephus Antonius
Laske... 1787, 14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 444
19th century violin, indistinctly
labelled, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 445
Late 19th century violin labelled
Csiszar Guyla... Miskolo, 13
15/16", 35.40cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £3,000.00

Lot: 446
Contemporary violin labelled
Giuseppe Lamperti Piacenza,
Italy 2001, no. 39, 14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 447
Violin labelled Nicolas
Bertholini..., 14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 448
Seven-eighth size violin labelled
Ditta Primavera Alfredo,
Liutaio..., Anno 1990, 13 13/16",
35.10cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
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Lot: 449
French Conservatory violin
bearing a repairer's label dated
1912, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 450
Early 20th century French three-
quarter size violin, 13 1/4",
33.70cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 451
Violin labelled Panizzi Giovanni
Battista, Fece in San Remo,
Anno 1979 and signed on the
label, 14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 452
Contemporary viola labelled
Renzo Bechini-Pisano..., 16",
40.60cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £500.00

Lot: 453
Contemporary viola labelled
Cesar Castelli..., 15.5", 39.40cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £500.00

Lot: 454
Contemporary violin labelled
Piero Badalassi..., 14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 455
Contemporary violin labelled
Gennaro de Luccia, 14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 456
Interesting 18th century Italian
violin attributed to Antonio
Poliusca, 14", 35.60cm*Joseph
Chanot copy certificated dated
February 8th 1905*
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,200.00

Lot: 457
Violin circa 1900, 14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 458
Violin circa 1860, 14 1/16",
35.70cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 459
Violin labelled Pietro Perni, 14
1/16", 35.70cm, case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 460
French Violin labelled Vuillaume.
A Paris... and branded Viullaume
a Paris below the button, 14 1/8",
35.90cm, case
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00
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Lot: 461
French violin labelled D'apres A.
Stradivarius and signed
Blondelet, no. 596 on the label,
14 1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 462
French violin labelled Lutherie
Artistique, Albert Deblaye,
Luthier, no. 2522 An 1925 and
signed on the label in pencil, 14
3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 463
French violin labelled Nicolas
Bertholini, Luthier de S.M.
L'Empereur et de la Cour de
France..., 14 1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 464
Early 20th century child's violin,
10 5/8", 27cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 465
Violin branded Albertini below the
button, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 466
Violin labelled C.H. Simonin,
Luthier..., the one piece back of
faint broad curl with similar wood
to the sides and head, the table
of a medium width grain
narrowing to the flanks and the
varnish of a chestnut-brown
colour on a golden ground, 14
3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,200.00

Lot: 467
Violin labelled Nicolo Ulcigrai,
Venezia, Anno 1920, no. 12, 14
3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 468
Late 19th century violin of the
Neuner & Hornsteiner School
labelled Mathias Neuner..., 14
1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 469
Violin labelled Fait Par Rene
Cune, MIrecourt, no. 237, Annee
1937, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 470
Late 19th century three-quarter
size violin of the Neuner &
Hornsteiner School, 13 3/16",
33.50cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 471
French half size violin labelled
Eugene Henry Luthier, Rue St
Martin, 151, Paris; also bearing a
pencil inscription to the inner
back, 12 1/8", 30.80cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 472
French Stradivarius copy half
size violin, 12 5/16", 31.30cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00
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Lot: 473
French Breton Brevette half size
violin, labelled and branded
Breton on the button, 11 3/4",
29.80cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 474
Early 20th century French half
size violin, 12 1/4", 31.10cm, bow
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 475
Scottish violin labelled Made by
John Cameron, Inspector of
Weights, Loch Gilphead, 1907,
14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 476
Early 20th century French violin
of the Derazey School, the one
piece back of broad slanted curl
with similar wood to the sides
and head, the table of a medium
width grain and the varnish of a
light golden-brown colour, 14",
35.60cm, bow, case
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,200.00

Lot: 477
Interesting 19th century violin,
unlabelled, 13 15/16", 35.50cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 478
Interesting violin labelled Pietro
Ambrogi, Porto di Capital, Roma
1774, also bearing a repair label
dated July 1900, 13 15/16",
35.40cm
Estimate: £300.00 - £600.00

Lot: 479
Violin labelled Ignacio Fleta-
Barcelona..., 14 1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 480
French violin branded F.
Pillement, Pere a Paris to the
inner back, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 601
Early 20th century violin, 14
5/16", 36.40cm 
Estimate: £70.00 - £120.00

Lot: 602
Three-quarter size double purfled
violin, 13 1/4", 33.70cm; together
with a late 19th century three-
quarter size violin, 13 7/16",
34.10cm (2)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 603
Three-quarter size French Dulcis
et Fortis violin, 13", 33cm
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 604
Mid 20th century violin, 14 3/16",
36cm, case
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00
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Lot: 605
Interesting mid 19th century
three-quarter size violin branded
Turner London below the button,
13 1/4", 33.70cm; together with
another violin, 13 15/16",
35.40cm, two bows (2)
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 606
Three-quarter size Medio-Fino
violin, 13", 33cm, bow, case
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 607
Violin labelled Tho. Perry & W M
Wilkinson...no. 4906, Dublin
1830, no. 4906 branded on the
button and branded Perry Dublin
below the button, 14", 35.60cm,
case
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 608
Maggini copy violin, 14 9/16", 37
cm; together with a double
purfled violin, 14 3/8", 36.50cm
(2)
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 609
French violin labelled Michel-
Ange-Garini, 14 1/8", 35.90cm;
together with three other violins
(4)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 610
Contemporary viola labelled Tata
Mirando Sr. Fecit Arnmhem no.
2005, 15 5/8", 39.70cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 611
Late 19th century German three-
quarter size violin, 13 1/4",
33.70cm; together with a
Maidstone three-quarter size
violin, 13 1/4", 33.70cm and two
other three-quarter size violins (4)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 612
German violin labelled J.D.
Robitfdief...1906, 14 1/8",
35.90cm; together with another
violin labelled Le Lorrain, 14 1/8",
35.90cm (2)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 613
20th century violin labelled
Ladisalv F. Prokop...Chrudimi
1946, 14 5/16"; together with a 
Maidstone violin, 14 1/4",
36.20cm (2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 614
Two 19th century violins;
together with two other violins (4)
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 615
Three-quarter size Boosey &
Hawkes Ltd violin, 13.5",
34.30cm; together with another
three-quarter size violin, 13
7/16", 34.10cm (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 616
Early 20th century violin labelled
James Smith Darvel 1903, 14
1/8", 35.90cm; together with
another violin, 14 3/8", 36.50cm,
three bows (2)
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00
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Lot: 617
Early 20th century violin, 14
5/16", 36.40cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 618
French violin, 14 1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 619
J.T.L Medio-Fino violin, 14 1/16",
35.70cm, bow, case
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 620
French three-quarter size
Stradivari copy violin labelled
Paul Beuscher, 13 7/16",
34.10cm, case
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 621
Late 19th century Amati copy
violin, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £120.00 - £180.00

Lot: 622
Quantity of various violin fittings
including chin rests and tailpieces
etc; also a small bundle of bows
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 623
Six various old wooden violin
cases and another (7)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 624
Contemporary violin labelled Liu
Rong Guo..., 13 7/8", 35.20cm
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 625
French three-quarter size violin
labelled Franciscus Gobetti.., 13
3/16", 33.50cm
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 626
19th century English violin, 14
1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 627
19th century violin, possibly
English, 14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 628
Czechoslovakian violin labelled
David Techler in Prag, circa
1930, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00
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Lot: 629
Child's size Medio-Fino violin, 10
9/16", 26.70cm, case (a.f)
Estimate: £40.00 - £70.00

Lot: 630
Stainer copy violin, branded
Stainer below the button, 14
1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 631
German violin with indistinctly
signed label, branded Klotz
below the button, 14 1/4",
36.20cm
Estimate: £180.00 - £240.00

Lot: 632
French Stradivari copy violin
circa 1920, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £180.00 - £220.00

Lot: 633
Early 20th century German
double purfled violin, 14 1/8",
35.90cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 634
Late 19th century German violin
labelled H. Becker
Geigenmacher Landsberg anno
1896, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £180.00 - £220.00

Lot: 635
French Maggini copy violin, circa
1920, 14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £180.00 - £220.00

Lot: 636
French Stradivari copy violin
circa 1910, 14 1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 637
Three-quarter size violin labelled
F. Breton...Mirecourt 1831, 13
1/4", 33.70cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 638
French Stradivari copy violin,
circa 1920, 14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 639
Early 20th century German violin,
14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 640
Early 20th century three-quarter
size French violin labelled J.
Grandjon a Paris...,  with inked
purflings, 12 7/8", 32.70cm
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00
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Lot: 641
French violin labelled Copie de
J.B. Vuillaume... Paris; also
bearing a restorer's label dated
1974 inscribed Copy Possibly by
Johan T. Lutz, 1870, 14 1/16",
35.70cm, case
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 642
German three-quarter size
Stradivari copy violin, 13 3/8",
34cm
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 643
Early 20th century German
Stradivari copy half-size violin, 11
5/16", 28.70cm
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 644
Early 20th century French half-
size violin, 11 13/16", 30.20cm
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 645
Three-quarter size Medio-Fino
violin, 13 1/8", 33.30cm; together
with two half-size violins and an
eccentric violin (4)
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 646
Violin labelled Opravil Benjamin
Patocka... Cislo 6757, 1922, 14
1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 647
Violin labelled Petrus Ambrosi
fecit...1944, with inscription to the
inner back dated 1942, 14 1/4",
36.20cm (a.f)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 648
French violin labelled Le
Paolo...Paul Beuscher...Paris, 14
1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 649
Two contemporary child's violins
and a contemporary pochette (3)
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 650
Violin circa 1930, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 651
Early 20th century French violin
by and labelled H. Emile
Blondelet... 1926, 14 3/16", 36cm
(a.f)
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 652
Violin circa 1900, labelled Carlo
Fernando Landolfi, the decorative
foliate carved back with mother of
pearl inlay, 14 1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00
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Lot: 653
Quantity of violin, viola and cello
strings, tailpieces, pegs, bridges
etc
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 654
Late 19th century German
Stradivari copy violin, 14 1/8",
35.90cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 655
Early 20th century German
Stradivari copy violin, 14 1/8",
35.90cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 656
Violin circa 1870, 14 1/16",
35.70cm
Estimate: £120.00 - £180.00

Lot: 657
20th century violin, 14 5/16",
36.40cm; together with two three-
quarter size violins (3)
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 658
German Stradivari copy violin, 14
3/16", 36cm, case
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 659
Contemporary German Stradivari
copy violin, 14 1/16", 35.70cm,
case
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00

Lot: 660
Early 20th century violin labelled
F.C.Louis, Geigenbaumeister
Saarbrucken anno 1911, 14
3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 661
19th century violin labelled
Nicolaus Simutre... fecit 1807,
also with the repairer's label of
Rocz Pol 1983, 14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 662
Late 19th century violin labelled
made by George L. Dyke lead
pupil of Paul Bailly..., 14 5/16",
36.40cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 663
19th century English violin,
labelled William... & Sons,
Makers, New Bond Street,
London 1803, 14", 35.60cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 664
Late 19th century violin labelled
Metzker Jozsef..., 14 1/4",
36.20cm
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00
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Lot: 665
German viola, circa 1930, 15
1/4", 38.70cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 666
Contemporary violin, probably
English, 14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 667
Stradivari copy violin circa 1920,
14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £90.00 - £120.00

Lot: 668
Violin branded Stainer below the
button, 14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £140.00 - £180.00

Lot: 669
Two French full size violins (a.f)
(2)
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 670
French violin labelled Nicolas
Amati, circa 1930, 14 5/16",
36.40cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 671
Violin labelled Alexander Zanti...,
14 3/8", 36.50cm
Estimate: £140.00 - £180.00

Lot: 672
German violin labelled Johann
Hornsteiner..., 14 1/8", 35.90cm;
together with a contemporary full
size violin (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 673
German Stradivari copy violin, 14
5/16", 36.40cm
Estimate: £180.00 - £220.00

Lot: 674
French Stradivari copy half size
violin, 12 1/4", 31.10cm
Estimate: £140.00 - £180.00

Lot: 675
French violin branded
Couturieux, Mirecourt to the inner
back, 14 1/4", 36.20cm
Estimate: £180.00 - £240.00

Lot: 676
Violin labelled Anton Reinhard
fecit 1885, 14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £180.00 - £240.00
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Lot: 677
French violin of the Causin
School, 14 1/4", 36.20cm
Estimate: £180.00 - £240.00

Lot: 678
Stradivari copy violin circa 1900,
14 3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 679
Early 20th century violin, 13 7/8",
35.20cm
Estimate: £90.00 - £120.00

Lot: 680
Stradivari copy violin circa 1900,
14 1/16", 35.70cm
Estimate: £140.00 - £180.00

Lot: 681
Early 20th century violin, 14 1/8",
35.90cm
Estimate: £90.00 - £120.00

Lot: 682
Early 20th century violin labelled
Davit Techler..., 14 1/8", 35.90cm
Estimate: £140.00 - £180.00

Lot: 683
Three-quarter size Maidstone
violin, 13 3/16", 36cm; together
with a full size violin and a three-
quarter size violin (3) 
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 684
Box containing a quantity of violin
parts to include chin rests,
tailpieces etc
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 685
Early 20th century violin, 14 1/4",
36.20cm; together with another
violin, 13 13/16", 35.10cm (2) 
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 686
Three-quarter size Maidstone
violin, 12 7/8", 32.70cm; together
with another three-quarter size
violin, 13 3/16", 33.50cm (2)
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 687
Late 19th century German
Stradivari copy violin branded AS
below the button, 14 1/4",
36.20cm
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 688
Five violins in need of restoration;
together with a small bundle of
bows
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00
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Lot: 689
Stroviols concert model single
string practice violin with
aluminium horn and original two
piece canvas bag
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 690
Early 19th century violin with
inked purflings, 13 15/16",
35.40cm, bow, case
Estimate: £80.00 - £150.00

Lot: 691
French three-quarter size
Stradivarius copy violin, 13 3/8",
34cm
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 692
Mirecourt violin circa 1920, 14
3/16", 36cm
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 693
Late 19th century Mittenwald
violin with lion's head scroll, 142,
35.60cm; also a half size violin
circa 1930, 12 5/8", 32cm (2) 
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 694
Late 19th century violin labelled
Gaspar da Salo..., 14 1/16",
35.70cm
Estimate: £120.00 - £180.00

Lot: 695
Late 19th century violin, 14 1/8",
35.90cm
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 696
Early 20th century Dresden
violin, 14 3/16", 36cm; also
another Dresden violin circa
1930, 14 3/16", 36cm (2) 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 697
French violin labelled Copie de
Nicolas Lupot a Paris, 14 1/8",
35.70cm; also a Breton Brevette
violin stamped to the inner back,
14 1/16", 35.70cm (2) 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 698
Good German violin labelled
Louis Lowendall, fecit Dresden.
Anno 1883, 14 1/8", 35.90cm;
also another German violin circa
1920, 14 1/4", 36.20cm (2) 
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 699
French violin labelled Copie
d'Apres Antonio Torelli..., 14 1/4",
36.20cm
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 700
French viola circa 1930 labelled
Fait sous la Direction de Leon
Bernardel, Luthier a Paris; also
labelled Cousenon, Luthier...
Paris, 15 13/16", 40.20cm
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00
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Lot: 701
Three various size contemporary
student violins; also a quantity of
various violin fittings, four quarter
size violins cases and two full
size violin cases
Estimate: £25.00 - £50.00

Lot: 702
French three-quarter size violin
labelled Lutherie Artistique...,
13", 33cm; also an early 20th
century Stradivarius copy half
size violin, 12 3/4", 32.40cm (2)
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 703
Early 20th century Lowendall
three-quarter size violin, 13
3/16", 33.50cm
Estimate: £60.00 - £90.00
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